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Abstract—Weighing technology is closely connected with
people's life. A wide-range low-cost high precision portable
piezoelectric weighing sensor system were designed for the wide
weighing scale range applications based on improved resistance
strain gauges Wheatstone bridge. Sensing unit, processing circuit,
digital display and portable panel were studied. The modified full-
bridge strain-bridge circuit which has the 8 times weighing range
than typical products in the market were designed. The whole size
of scale body is 0.5m*0.35m*0.02m. The error of weight from 0kg
to 8000kg was no more than 15 kg. The displayed number of
display device and the weight of corresponding object showed a
good linear relation. It was realizable to weight wide-range objects
such as poultry with lower cost and portability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weighing technology as a kind of measuring method is
paid great attention by people since ancient times. It is widely
used in industry and agriculture, scientific research, the
transportation, the internal and external trade and other fields,
and closely connected with people's life [1-3]. With the
development of the modern society, the demand for weighing
equipment became more heavily. The usual portable scales are
lever scales which are mostly used by residents, and spring
balance which measure through compression or drawing of
spring. They are being rejected for their big measuring errors.
People have been expecting cheap portable electronic scales
which can measure accurately and be carried conveniently for
many years. Electronic scales are the achievement of
combination of the weighing technology and electronic
technology, which has the virtue of small volume, light weight,
low cost, easy maintenance, etc compared with mechanical
scales, and can be widely applied to various occasions. But
portable electronic scale usually has the small weighing scale
range, and do not apply in many wide weighing scale range

applications, for example, the large weight domestic animals
trading etc.

Electronic weighing scale is composed of the weighing
sensor, bearing frame, and display instrument. The wise choose
of weighing sensor which is the core functional device of
weighing scale is important for the designing of weighing
system. According to the conversion method weighing sensor
has the eight classes, such as photoelectric type, hydraulic type,
the electromagnetic type, capacitance type, magnetic pole to
change form, vibrating, gyro ceremony, the resistance strain
type, and among them the resistance strain type is the most
widely used [4-9]. Resistance strain sensor has the mature
technology, low cost, moderate accuracy and scale range, and
very suitable for application in household electronic scale [10-
15].

Therefore, in this paper, wide-range low-cost high precision
portable piezoelectric weighing sensor system was designed for
the wide weighing scale range applications. Sensing unit,
processing circuit, digital display and portable panel were
studied. The modified full-bridge strain-bridge circuit which
has the 8 times weighing range than typical products in the
market was obtained.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The pressure device is Tensile testing machine (RG T-20A,
Shenzhen Reger Instrument, China). The output voltage was
measured by Digital Multimeters (34461A, Keysight
Technologies, USA).

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

The design thoughts and design points of the whole system
were shown in Fig. 1. The whole system is composed of
sensing unit, processing circuit, digital display and portable
panel.
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Fig. 1. Graphic design plans of Wide-range low-cost high precision portable
piezoelectric weighing sensor system.

A. Sensing Unit

Wheatstone bridge [16-18] which measured the change of
physical quantity through the change of the resistance is the
basic foundation of weighing electronic scale. Fig. 2 shows the
typical Wheatstone bridge circuit. In the Wheatstone bridge
circuit, resistance strain gauge sensing weight and cause the
corresponding change of the resistance value. E is the DC
voltage source, output voltage U0=UA-UB. The resistance R1,
R2, R3 and R4 is the arm of bridge. When regardless of the
resistance strain, if R2/R1=R4/R3, the output voltage of bridge
U0 is as follows:

U0=UA-UB= 0 (V)

The situation above is the state of equilibrium.

Fig. 2. The typical Wheatstone bridge.

In order to expand the range, the modified full-bridge
strain-bridge circuit as shown in Fig. 3 was adopted, and the
rating load was expanded by 8 times. △R is the increment of
resistance strain gauge resistance. In the whole circuit, there are
+△R and -△R due to the different location of the strain gages,
and there are ΔRL (variation is larger) and ΔRS (variation is
smaller) due to the different distance of sensor away from the
centre of scale board. The output voltage U0 is as follows:

U0=UA-UB=

E= E

Fig. 3. The circuit connection diagram of weighing sensor.

B. Processing Circuit and Digital Display

The processing circuit and digital display were integrated
into one module. The module was mainly composed of 24bit
A/D conventor HX712, single chip STM8L101F3P6, and
LCD1602 liquid crystal display.

C. Portable Panel Design

The whole weighing body was design as a rectangle with
the size of 0.5m*0.35m. In order to even the sensing, the
locating place of 8 sensors were designed as Fig. 4. The Fig. 4
(a) shows the design sketch. The Fig. 4 (b) shows the picture of
real products.

Fig. 4. The whole weighing body as a rectangle with the size of 0.5m*0.35m.
(a)The design sketch. (b)The picture of real products.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 5 shows the measuring range comparison of single
sensor and 8 sensors. The insets are the real option of sensors.
It can be seen that the measuring range of single sensor were
below the 400kg, and 8 sensors are above 600kg.

Fig. 5 The comparison of output voltage of single sensor and 8 sensors.
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In order to verify the influence of different position of scale
platform on the mass results, the weighting heavy loads were
put on the 4 different position with crosswise middle-pressing,
lengthwise middle-pressing, crosswise left-pressing, and right-
pressing, respectively, and above 10 times of experiment were
taken (100 hours were taken for each experiment) for each
position. Fig. 6 shows the results of crosswise middle-pressing.
Fig. 6 (a) shows the pressing point and the force analysis. Fig.
6 (b) shows the relationship between the output voltage and
pressure. Fig. 6 (c) shows the relationship between the mass
and pressure. The 112 points were measured, and it can be seen
that they show a good linear relationship. Fig. 7 shows the
results of lengthwise middle-pressing. Fig. 7 (a) shows the
pressing point and the force analysis. Fig. 7 (b) shows the
relationship between the output voltage and pressure. Fig. 7 (c)
shows the relationship between the mass and pressure. Also,
the 112 points were measured, and it can be seen that they
show a good linear relationship. Fig. 8 shows the results of
crosswise left-pressing. Fig. 8 (a) shows the pressing point and
the force analysis. Fig. 8 (b) shows the relationship between the
output voltage and pressure. Fig. 8 (c) shows the relationship
between the mass and pressure. The 14 points were measured,
and it can be seen that they show a good linear relationship. Fig.
9 shows the results of crosswise right-pressing. Fig. 9 (a)
shows the pressing point and the force analysis. Fig. 9 (b)
shows the relationship between the output voltage and pressure.
Fig. 9 (c) shows the relationship between the mass and pressure.
Also, the 14 points were measured, and it can be seen that they
show a good linear relationship.

Fig. 6. The relationship between output voltage, mass and pressure with
crosswise middle-pressing. (a) The pressing point and the force analysis. (b)
The relationship between the output voltage and pressure. (c) The relationship
between the mass and pressure.

Fig. 7. The relationship between output voltage, mass and pressure with
lengthwise middle-pressing. (a) The pressing point and the force analysis. (b)
The relationship between the output voltage and pressure. (c) The relationship
between the mass and pressure.

Fig. 8. The relationship between output voltage, mass and pressure with
crosswise left-pressing. (a) The pressing point and the force analysis. (b) The
relationship between the output voltage and pressure. (c) The relationship
between the mass and pressure.

Fig. 9. The relationship between output voltage, mass and pressure with
crosswise right-pressing. (a) The pressing point and the force analysis. (b) The
relationship between the output voltage and pressure. (c) The relationship
between the mass and pressure

The system first transformed pressure signal into electrical
signal, and then output it to display device by amplification to
acquire the weight of corresponding object. Through
verification, the displayed number of display device and the
weight of corresponding object showed a good linear relation.
The error of weight from 0kg to 8000kg was no more than 15
kg so that it was realizable to weight wide-range objects such
as poultry with lower cost and portability.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a wide-range (above 8000kg) low-cost high
precision (error lower than 15 kg) portable piezoelectric
(0.5m*0.35m*0.02m) weighing sensor system were obtained
for the wide weighing scale range applications. Sensing unit,
processing circuit, digital display and portable panel were
designed. The displayed number of display device and the
weight of corresponding object showed a good linear relation,
and it was realizable to weight wide-range objects such as
poultry with lower cost and portability.
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